Abstract A phase-sensitive detector is described which features programmable gain, digital output, and a resolution of 0.02 pV. The instrument suppresses harmonic sensitivity through the use of analog circuitry which multiplies the signal by constant amplitude sine and cosine waves derived from an external reference of arbitrary voltage and frequency.
the reference oscillator; the y input of the second multiplier is driven with a cosine wave having a peak voltage of 5 V derived from the same oscillator. The output of each multiplier is integrated for one second and these averaged values are converted to digital form upon reception of a local or remote conversion command with a pair of 8-bit analog to digital converters. Use is thereby made of the orthogonality of the sine and cosine functions to suppress harmonic sensitivity. The integration time was chosen to be one second in our instrument in order to achieve an adequate signal to noise ratio. A capability for selecting a shorter integration time when less than maximum sensitivity was required would have resulted in a generally faster instrument, but in addition to the increased complexity entailed, an integration time shorter than one second would have caused averaging uncertainties at low frequencies.
The constant amplitude sine wave is obtained through the use of an automatic gain control circuit in which the gain control element is an analog multiplier. The difference between a dc reference voltage and the absolute value of the output sine wave is integrated and applied to the y input of the multiplier for level control. In order to accommodate reference input voltages from 0.06 V to 40 V, one of five discrete ranges is automatically selected dependent upon the states of upper and lower threshold detectors fed by the integrator.
The constant amplitude cosine wave is obtained by integrating the constant amplitude sine wave and using the same gain control circuitry described above, except that the U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
If one ofthe thresholds is crossed, the appropriate status is displayed, and signaled to the computer ifin "remote" mode. Then, an internal one-second clock shifts resistors or capacitors into or out of the appropriate circuit as required, until both integrators are within their prescribed limits. After a further delay to provide adequate settling, the status indication is cleared.
The signal amplifier consists of a preamplifier containing a low-noise field effect transistor [ 
